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Dear Ms Norton,

Dr Tegwyn Williams and Withheld Medical Records

Enclosed a few summaries of my complaint in attachments much clearer than the following
I complain that for the period from 22nd October 09 to the 9th of February 2010, whilst I was in prison
,the above doctor appears to have carried on communicating , without my knowledge, false information
about my serious ailments, brain damage with possible tumour, to obtain a prison sentence, in
Ashworth High Security Prison, without trial.
What is urgent, today, is doctors, in South Wales, refuse to operate, even privately, for my urgent total
hip replacement needed since before I left prison.
I have, therefore, travelled to Brittany to try and get the operation done.
My lawyer is advising me to obtain consent from the French surgical team, to operate even without the
records, due to my necessary daily morphine levels and current mental state of mind., However dubious
the records sound the French doctors are likely to cancel the op without proper clarification from the
GMC, by tomorrow afternoon.
I either have significant brain damage or I do not....things like that do not 'go away'
As for the tumour why has no one ever told me and why am I being refused another brain scan in
Cardiff?
Dr Williams diagnosis of 'Paranoid Delusional Disorder,' without even an examination, was deliberately
fabricated, for political purposes, under pressure but I do not believe, for a man of his age, experience
and responsibility, should have succumbed to the South Wales Police, due to their particular agenda.
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To get me locked away,for life, on mental grounds, planned before I was even arrested, for trading in
'machine guns', with his meetings with senior police officers, warrants a criminal investigation by an
outside police force...
Today I have been driven all over Brittany to two hospitals and my local G P, to expedite the resolution
to this current hold up, again, but I have wasted yet another day in the attempts to get clarification, in
writing, from the South Wales NHS , Dr Williams or his corporate solicitors, Morgan Cole, Cardiff.who
,by letter last week ,effectively, just told me to go to hell.
The surgery for hip replacement is booked for Friday, 20th January.
Whilst I was under Dr Williams so called 'care' could I get an 'independent' doctor's examination
,privately, cash up front--no way, Not while I was incarcerated in his own little Bridgend laboratory---No
chance.
"Like the proverbial shit to a blanket" sums up my experiences of the South Wales medical profession,
sticking together for the cash.
. At the age of 65 I have never before been so amazed at what goes on in British medical world with so
many of these doctors believing they can even 'walk on water'.
Even my 18 year general practice, Cowbridge Health Centre, Cowbridge, Vale of Glamorgan, refused to
lift a finger to help, whilst I was in or out of prison. I am hearing lots of complaints about Caswell Clinic,
due to my web site, which I now realise may have credence...
The current situation is very embarrassing for me here as I now live in Brittany especially as I spent
most of my life, in a parallel profession, specialising in orthopaedics, straightening out RTAs, so often
scraped off the road at 3 in the morning.
Dr Williams' fairy tale psychiatric reports, to keep me in his laboratory for 3 months, are all on my
website [downloads] but that aspect can wait until the operation is achieved , hopefully on Friday.
You asked for a succinct review of my complaint but under current medication it is difficult and I
apologise, hence the 12 brief attachments..
I will ring often to assess progress for release of the records but please do not think I am holding my
breath, on your account.
The Cardiff Crown Court, Cardiff County Court,, HM Court Service, South Wales NHS and HM Prison
Service are all currently wallowing in their own exceta over their 'minor indiscretion' going public. This
sort of thing goes on all the time in South Wales and in parts of England, I suspect.
One in your flock has been caught, once again, with his hand in the till but my main interest is the
conduct of others who are out to protect him. The Taffia, The Gang, HM Partnership, call them what you
like in the Principality. They are all currently 'burning the mid night oil' with tax payers cash, scurrying
about in dark shadows, shedding the evidence to block this long over due but urgently needed enquiry.
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Tegwyn Williams was promised immunity to prosecution long before he even put pen to parchment
.You, he GMC, have seen it all before,. nothing new under the sun, they say, where this type of
complaint originates but when will you actually do something about it?.
.The very reason I left the area of South Wales was because the South Wales Police set me up for a
lawful kill so if you think you will ridicule that lot, by obtaining the likely falsified medical records, please,
in your dreams. Other dark forces in the GMC will over ride you..
Ring my land line 24/7 for further info or e-mail
Thankyou, at last, for your attention

Yours,
Maurice J Kirk BVSc
Puits aux Papillons
St Doha
22230 Merdrignac
Brittany
UK 07907937953 Brittany 0033296284741
www.kirkflyingvet.com www.wacl.org.uk
maurice@kirkflyingvet.com
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